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ABSTRACT

A model of a ground state wat6r urolebule is fornulated dynanically and

studied by computer simulations. The enignatic'104.'5' bond angle is'
approximated by introducing the effects of neighboring molecules in . a

crysta,line state. The nunerical nethodology used conserves the systen
energy at all times. Illustrative exanples are described aud discussed.



1. Introduction Fron both the clasgical and quantun nechanical points of
view, lrater molecules, both singly and in concert r are poorly

uuderstoo6(t-l). For a single water molecule, only static nodels are

available, and these include those of Bader; Bernal; Duncaa and Pople;

Ellison and Shull; Gillespie; Eeath and Linnett; Rovlinson; aud Vernar(r's'o).

fn this paper we eill study a dynarnical nodel of a classical ground state
EzO nolecule. The key to our approxination of the enignatic 104.5' bond

angle r.riIl be the introduction of the effects of neighboring molecules.

2. Consider a ground state water molecule i41

whose oxygen nucleus is denoted by Or. Let M2rMs,M4rMs, with respective
oxygen nuclei O2,O3,O4,O1, be four neighboring molecules of Mt. Assume that
M1-Ms a,re sa,ter molecules in ice I at 90'K, thus allowing us to avoid the

complex motions of the liquid state and allowing the introduction of
available experimental results into the nodel (7).

For the .crystal structure of ice f , He a,s.sume tha.t Oz-Os are the

vertices of a, regular tetrahedron with. Or. at the. centroid, as shoun 'in
Figure 2,L. In each Mi, lei the t"o hydrogen nuclei be !r;, i=L,2,3,,4,5,i

i-L,2. Experimentally (l'z'e'z), then, the' distance from Or to each 'of
O2rOsrOa,Os is 2.76 h; the average distance. from each O; to each E;i,
i=L,2,3,4,5;j= 1,2, is 0.g7. h; the average bond angl.e ' EiLOiEi2 is 104.5"
i=1,2,3,4,5i a.nd on each line joining 01 to O2,Ov,O4;O6 there is exactly one
;E;i, one possible such arrangenent being that shown in Figure 2.1.

Ve nor.l concentrate prinarily on M1r whose vibrational notioos will be

simulated.

Let us assume, simplistically, that the ground state euerry E of M1 is
the sum of the energies of an O atom, of two II atons, and of six O.E bonds,

so that (a,s,ro),

E - -(3274.158 +2(2r.784)+6(7.6835))10-12 = -(3363.827)10-" "rs.

Next, we wish to approxinate the Coulombic effect of Mz-Ms on Mt.
For this purpose, consider first the effect of M2 on My Let M2 be a
static Duncan and Pople nolecule, as shosn iu Figure 2.2. Let Q, be the
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oxygetr nucleusr; Qz'rQe the protons; and Qa -Q7 aegative charges. fn terns

of e=(a.8028)10-10 eEu, the Duncan and Pople nodel assigns cbarges C(Q) by

C(Q)=6e, C(Q) =f,(Q.)=e, C(Qt)=C(Q)=C(Q) =C(Q)= -2e- Now set a

hypothetical particle of unit charge e at Q6=(2.18,0,1.69)' in the coordina.te

systen of Figure 2.2, so that the distance fron Q1 to Qs is 2.76 A. Thea

the effective Coulombic force of Qt-Qt on Qe is, approxinately, 0.06e2.

Thus, in Figure 2.1, r.re replace M\ by a single fixed point charge at 02 of
0.06e. Similarly, Ms is replaced by a single point charge at 03 whose

charge is 0.06e. Analogous calculations allor us to replace Mt and Mo by

point charges at Oa and 05 whose charges are -0.03c.
As shown in Figure 2 3; the oxygen nucleus. Or and the four fixed

charges which replace Mz-Ms are takea to be a notionless, rigid skeletal
structure, into which the protons and electrons of M1 will be inserted and

allowed to move freely, constrained only by conservatiou of system energy.

The coordinates of the 0.06e and -0.03e charges will be taken to be

(A,2.25, - 1.59), (0, - 2.25, - 1.59),(2.25,0,1.59),( -2.25,0,1.59), which are the vertices of
a regular tetrahedron with edge length 4.5 .i whos.e circunscribed sphere has

radius 2.76 h.

3.Usiugtheresu1ts.ofSectlon.2,veproceed
now to formulate equations of motion fo" our water nolecule nodel.. I{e

proceed in a new notation which is 'most convenient for digital conput€r

simulation. 'In add.itionr w€ will introduce chauges of vaiiables vhich
iimplify the nunerigal sinulation of related initial value problene.

Consider the particles Pt-Ptt shown in Figure 3.1. Pt is au orygen

nucleus, P, and P, are protons, Pt-Pr1 are electrons, Ptz and P13 are the
two first ring electrous of P1, and P1n-Prt are the point charges which are
repla.cing Mz-Ms. h cge units, for i=1,2,...,17 and at any tine l, let P; be

located at 7i=(x;,!i,z;), have velocity i;=(bx!x2;) and have acceleration
d;=(I;,ii;,};). Since Pr and P1a-Pr7 dre fixed for all tine, the classical
equations of notion ior the noving particles P;,i =2r3r...,13, are

+1 eiei 7 i,k'4 Ti'
i*i

(3.1) m;a; = i = 21 3r..1 13;



in which 7;;
the charge c;

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

and,

(3.8)

(3.e)
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of
the vector fron P; to P;, "ii=?ii = ll7;;ll ' the

each P;, i=1r21"'r13, are

nass m; and

m, = 16(16724)10-2E sr

m2=ms- (16?24)10 -28 g"

m4= ms= ... = mt3 = (9.1085)10 -28 gr

e, = 8(4.8028)10 - 1o esu

ez= e3- (4.8028)10-10 r"rr,

c4= es=... = €13 = -(4.8028)10-10 ,"rr,

et4.= ets= 0.06(4.8028)tg - lo

er6= elr. = - 0-03(4.802S)10 - 10' e"., .

initial data, the tine invariant ground state enerry nugt
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Q8(2,18 , t.6 9)

'q,(o;764'o'0.585)

q4(0.463'o'0.355)

Q 7(0'-0.275'-0.158)

a:tA
q 

I 
(o,o,o)

lr,g. .2.2

q 
6 

(o ,0.275 '-0.158)

"8

F1g. 2.3.

q3(-0.764'o'0.586)

q5(-0.453,0'0.355)

C. -0.03E
(-2,25,0,1.59)

cr -0.03€
(2.25,0,1.59)

(0'-2.25'-1.59)
C- 0.06 e

(o,2.25,-[
C.0.06r



(3.10)

Ue now nake

(3. 11 )

-in which R;=(X;,Y;,2;). Then,

-(ss68.82?)to-rz =l,i-,,t1=T.,,4 +
sone convenient changes of variables. First set

7 = 10221, F; = 1012 ?; ,

i,=#=(#,#,%A=10-1oi,

10 - 32 ai.

ff, in addition, we set

M ; = m;1028, E i = ei10lo(4.8028) - 1,

then sysiem (3.1) sinplifies to

*#=(23.0668erfr,W
i*i

- dV'
A;= 7f =

8,,
4 , i.= 213,...;13(3. 12) 

.

in which

M, = 16(16724)

Mr= Mr=L6724

Mt= Ms=.-. = Mtz= Mtz= 9.1085

E -a-1 -.
". _ n _1s2- e3-

Et=Es=".=Er3= -1
Et _d 

=0.06sl*- "16

.Er6=Ert= -0.03.

Further, energy equation (3.10) reduces to

l6

Ti=1

EiE iw(3. 13)
13 17

-(3363.827)ro-a = i t M;V;'+23.06689t
i=2 i =i*l



Unless othernise specified, further discussion is in terms of the .B and

? variables.
0nce initial data are assigned, it will be incunbant upon us to solve

systen (3.12) in such a fashion that the systen energy is invariant at each

tine step. To acconplish thisr e€ will utilize a specialr inplicit
technique designed for just such a purpose (r1).

4. Assignrent of Initial llata As shonn iu Figure 3.1, the initial
positions of Pt-Prp in (X,Y,Z) coordinates, will be set as follone. The

a,rrangement will assure a degree of synnetry which nill decrease the

required computer tine.
PL is fixed for all time at (0,0,0). In terms of positive paraneters X2

and, 22, P2 aud P, are set at (X2r0,22) r(- X2,0,22), respectively, vith initial
velocities i'. For positive paraneter .81 , P+-P11 are set, respectively, at
(81,R1,81),(&1i -fit,Rr),(-8r,-fi1,X1),(-ft1,.R1,fir),(-tr|1, -81, -Rr),(-ft1,81, -81),(El,
Rl,-r?1),(ftr,-Rt,-R1). fn terns of a positive veloiity parameter Vt, the

initial velocities of Pc-Ptt are taken, respectively, to be (0, -Il1,0),
(-y1,0,0),(0,yl,0),(y1,0,0),(y1,0,0)'(0':I11,0),(-Il1,0,0),(0,yr,0). The tno first ring
electrons Pn ind P* are sit at (0,0,680),(0,0, -680), and since the ground

state energy (1o) of 06.+ iF ( - 1gs2.gz5S)10: tz erg s their velocities. aTe

approximated to be (0,0.171453,0),(0; -0.171.453,0), respectively. Ptt-Ptt are

fixed for all tine at (0,22500, -15900),(0, -22500, -15900),(22500,0,15900),

( -22500,0,15900); respectively.
' 0nce the paraneters X2, 22, and .8, are selected, the vblue V, folloss
directly fron (3.13), and all iuitial data sill be deternined. Thus, for
example, for Xz=7570, Zz=5860, 8, = 4500, one finds Iz1 = 0.01808928698. A

FORTR.I{N progran generating all initial data is given io Appendix A of
Greenspan (12).

5. Exauplee. In each of the exanples to be discussed, the initial data
are generated as described above, but theu modified as folloss: the first
riug electrons Ptz, Pr3 are incorporated into -the nucleus Pt, so that the
cbarge of P1 reduces to *6 vhile its nass is essentialty unchanged. This
assunption is conmon in static nodelling. AII other parameter values are
the sarne. The nunber of noving electrons is then 8 and the moving



particles are alvays' P2-Pu.
Consider then Xr=7670, 22=58601 81=4500' so that Vt = 0.01808928698.

Completely conservative numerical nethodology vas then applied to system

(9.12) for 3 billion tine stepe using double precision on a Digital AXP150.

Ionization, r.rhich does occur. rarely(l)' sas neglected by assuning that, on

the average, every water nolecule has eight electrone. To implenent this
corservatively, ne assumed that if 'lPlPjl, i=415,...,11, exceeded 13000 units
(l*2.76 h), then P; wa,s reflected sinply by resetting its conputed velocity
V, to - Vi. fn order to agsure energy conputation to 6 significant digits,
the following variable tine step rule L'a6r ueed. let n^= !13 | R;il ,

i=7,2,...,1!i j=1,2,...,11. Thin if R,u>1500, A?=1.0; if 1000<8,,r<1500,

A?=$.Ql; if 750<Rm<1000, A?=Q.$1; if 500<&,nS750' A?=Q.Q$1; if
250 < Rm S 500, AT = 0.0002; if .E- < 250, A? = Q.Qggg4. The Nestonian iteration
corivergence tolerances were 10-10 for position coordinates and 10-12 for
velocity coordinates. The F0RTMN progran is availa.ble in Appendix B of
Greenspan (12).

Over the 3 bi'l1ion tine- steps, to four significant digits the boad

angle remained at 104.5'vhile the bond length drifted fron 9573 uuits
(0.9573.4) to 9569 units (0.9569 i), rrhich are consistent with experineirtal
results a,nd1 to the number of time steps usedi entirely dtable.. To four
significant digitsr the final position. of P2 rras (7568r.0.4659, 5856),
r.rhile that for P3 was (-7568, -0.4659;5856), which inply a snall rotation
for the pair P2rP3. Electron reflection rras, requirid only tvice. Exactly
tno electrons vere usually in rapid notion about P1r tbough'these nere uot
alwa,ys the sane pair. Figure 4.1 shous the motion of P16 a,bout P1 for only
25 million time steps after 1.5 billion tine steps have elapsed. lJhen four
electrons were close to P1, the relatively large force nagnitudes required
the snallest tine etep in order to achieve the prescribed accuracies.

Several other examples vere run but, for econonic reasons, for only 50

nilliou tine steps each. Thus, only the following qualitative observations
can be made. For an initial bond angle of 80' and bond length of 15000

units, the bond angle proceeded to increase and !h" bond length decrease

for,E,=4500. For an initial bond angle of 130-'and bond length of 5000

units, the bond angle proceeded to decrease and the bond length increase

for 8r=4000 unitg. For the latter case, 81=4500 units yielded an
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inaginary value for I/1. Replacenent of the Duncan and Pople constants 0.06c

and -0.03c by the Bjerrun(7) constants 0.0?c and -0.03c or by the Rosl.io"oo (1)

constante 0.05c and -0.03c had'little effect otr the results. Finally'

introduction of reflection fron a cube vith edge 27600 units vith P1 at its
center seened to have little effect on the results.
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